
We manage, 
you lead.
Less Admin work, more 
productive work! 
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 | We manage, you lead.

With 3T Manage, 
your team 
can focus on 
creativity and 
productivity, 
while we 
take care of 
everything else.
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 | We manage, you lead.

What is
3T Manage? 

  Let your resources focus on what they were hired for, leaving behind 
them any administration and management tasks that slow them down. 

  Not to allow neglecting core tasks of IT while the important projects 
taking the front seat.

  Designed to automate device management for you whilst driving 
end-user productivity and creativity.

  Is the ultimate Enterprise solution that serves & support your employees 
quickly and efficiently.

  Delights IT pros and the users they support by delivering on the promise 
of unified endpoint management for Apple devices.

  With the help of our certified Apple experts, we implement the right 
solutions to manage your Apple equipment in a centralized and 
personalized way within your company.
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 | We manage, you lead.

What does 3T Manage include 
and how is it cost effective?

350 650SAR SAR
per iOS per macOS
per year per year

Configuration

Enrollment

Security

DeploymentManagement
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 | We manage, you lead.

Why choose
3T Manage
through
3T?

Quite simply because 3T: 

  is the leading Apple Authorized Reseller in Saudi Arabia;

  has dedicated Apple Certified Experts to ensure business continuity;

  Able to support you for your business’ critical devices ensuring zero- 
downtime;

  is an experienced expert in the field with over 15 years in successfully 
deploying & managing different technologies;

  provides proactive hardware and IT services at affordable, consistent 
rates;

  has a dedicated technical account manager;

  provides both remote and onsite support for IT and hardware and is 
uniquely positioned to maximize your ROI;

  provides service and support bundles with expert consultation. 
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 | We manage, you lead.

Less Admin work, 
more productive 
work! 
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 | We manage, you lead.

We have the experience 
to ensure our solutions 
evolve with you
3T is uniquely equipped to help you maximize the ROI on your 
Apple investment and fully leverage other complementary 
industry solutions. Contact us to know more.



Website: b2b.3tsa.com

Email: apple@3tsa.com

Phone: +966(01)478-9260


